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Krita 3.1.4 Open-Source Digital Painting App Improves Loading of GIMP 2.9 Files [2]

Krita 3.1.4 is here as the latest bugfix and stability release of the popular application, which is
loved by amateur and professional digital artists alike, and it's a recommended update for
anyone using Krita 3.1.3 or a previous version from the Krita 3.1 series. It has been released
for all supported platforms.

Moving KDE-FreeBSD ports infrastructure [3]

We?re updating the documentation (in the KDE Community Wiki), but mostly things will be
simpler, and it may make sense to simply checkout /usr/ports from the KDE-FreeBSD ports
tree instead of anything else. We?ll continue to call it ?Area51?, even if that string doesn?t
occur in its name anymore.

Cutelyst 1.7.0 released! WebSocket support added. [4]

WebSocket support is probably a key feature to have on a modern web framework, Perl
Catalyst doesn?t look like it wasn?t designed with it in mind, the way I found to do WS there
wasn?t intuitive.

QProcess Or KProcess ? [5]

Most of the time of community bonding period was spent giving college exams. By the time
my exams got over, I only had a week left to make something useful of the community
bonding period time.

Qt 5.9 Launches as Long-Term Supported Release with C++11 Compliant Compiler [6]

Qt Project's Lars Knoll was happy to announce today, May 31, 2017, the release and
immediate availability for download of Qt 5.9.0 stable and long-term supported (LTS) series
of the open-source and cross-platform application framework.

Qt 5.9 LTS Released With Its OpenVG Back-End & Much More [7]

Lars Knoll has just announced the availability of Qt 5.9. Qt 5.9 has big improvements around
performance and stability as noted by Lars, which is good given this series' LTS state. Qt LTS
releases are supported for a period of three years.

Qt 5.9 released [8]

I?m happy to let you all know that Qt 5.9.0 has just been released. A lot of work has been put
into it, making Qt 5.9 the best Qt version we have developed so far.
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